
Tree-hugging investigators accidentally discover “Climate
Change” has connections to Silicon Valley organized crime
scheme 
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Washington, DC - Federal investigators have uncovered
evidence of dramatic fraud in Federal Science Agency research
regarding climate change.

Who cares?

What does a rain storm or two have to do with our lives in this
economically troubled world?

Has anyone every tried to punch you in the nose for saying you
do, or don’t, believe in Santa Claus? Why would people punch
you in the nose and scream in front of the U.S. Congress about
believing in, or not believing in, Climate Change? The answer is:
CASH!

The Climate Change issue in Government has virtually nothing to
do with the climate, environment or anything even remotely
organic or natural.

What would you do to have every Hollywood teenage dream
come true? If you were a spoiled fraternity-house raised Stanford
alumni upper crust male you would would want to have sex with
a different supermodel escort every night. You would want to
buy new Tesla’s and Ferrari’s every month and have dinner made
for you at the most expensive restaurants in town every night.
You would fly to the base camp of Mount Everest, to a snow field
in Antarctica and to Paris, just to take selfies to show your bro-
buddies. You would buy a different Brioni silk tie every day. You
would buy the best heroin and cocaine every week. Generally,



you would spend $30,000 a week on crazy self-indulgent show-
off crap.

You would be addicted to your hubris and narcissism. To keep
that life-style going, you might even kill some people.

That is how bad things are in this scandal.

A group of forensic researchers made a science-data fact study
of what was going to happen socio-financially when Obama
announced that “climate change” was going to end life on Earth.
An interesting discovery occurred. The discovery had nothing to
do with Polar bears, Amazon forests or dolphins. It had to do
with The Mafia!

The Silicon Mafia.

It turns out that if the United States had made “Climate Change”
a national agency-dedicated budget issue, only 7 men would
have had the key profiteering windows in that policy event: John
Doerr, Elon Musk, Larry Page, Eric Schmidt, Steve Westly, Vinod
Khosla and Steve Jurvetson. Those men happen to be the key
bosses of The Silicon Mafia.

Those men were the key financiers and internet information
manipulators of Barack Obama and Hillary Clinton’s political
campaigns.

Barack Obama and Hillary Clinton were massively promoting
Climate Change as a national agency-dedicated budget issue.

Get it? Even though there is some Climate Change going on,
Barack Obama and Hillary Clinton, ironically, had staged the
issue so that only their campaign financiers owned the
companies that they said could “solve the problem”, and, they
said the Government had to give those 7 billionaires trillions of
taxpayer dollars. What a coincidence!



The weirdest part of the realization is that it was Democrat GAO
and OPM investigators, who describe themselves as green
energy lefties and whale loving outdoors fans, who discovered
the scam.

In the new Trump Administration, the lefties are scrambling to
try to hang on to the last shreds of greenie environmentalism.
Before the last of them got bounced out of the new Alt-Right
Washington, DC, they started leaking White House phone
transcripts and climate data. Alas, some of the agency research
data turned out to prove that the climate data had been faked in
order to buy some new private jets and hookers for the Silicon
Valley billionaires.

This was a twelve trillion dollar scam. If the Obama, or proposed
Clinton Administration had fully executed on their Climate
Change schemes: John Doerr, Elon Musk, Larry Page, Eric
Schmidt, Steve Westly, Vinod Khosla, Steve Jurvetson and their
crony’s would have gotten twelve trillion dollars of the public’s
state and federal tax funds piped directly into The Silicon Mafia’s
personal bank accounts. Numerous investigators have now
published reports that the climate change “facts” were faked in
order to steer government funds to Silicon Valley campaign
financiers.

The family and friends of dead people who blew the whistle on
the Silicon Mafia’s climate payola scheme claim that either John
Doerr, Elon Musk, Larry Page, Eric Schmidt, Steve Westly, Vinod
Khosla or Steve Jurvetson had their family members killed to try
to cover up the epic crime. Check out the strange deaths of Gary
D. Conley; reporters David Bird, David Werner, Micheal Hastings,
Aaron Swartz, Dominic di Natale & Andrew Breitbart; Rajeev
Motwani; Forrest Hayes; Ravi Kumar; Dave Goldberg; Karl Slym;
Doug Bourn; Danny Lewin, Seth Rich and over 185 others. All
dead; All connected to whistle-blowing on John Doerr, Elon Musk,
Larry Page, Eric Schmidt, Steve Westly, Vinod Khosla, Steve



Jurvetson and their crony’s. If they didn’t kill you with a bullet or
poison they killed your life with character assassination attacks
by their Gawker Media, Media Matters or Think Progress attack
dog facades.

CBS News investigative TV series 60 Minutes did a segment
called: The Cleantech Crash. The episode began to examine the
crony corruption that the climate change kickbacks had schemed
up. The world famous reporter Bob Simon, much loved as a hard
charging CBS News go-getter, was suddenly killed in an out-of-
the-blue car crash. CBS News reporter Cheryl Atkisson then had
a number of Obama White House ordered hit-jobs run against
her. John Doerr, Elon Musk, Larry Page, Eric Schmidt, Steve
Westly, Vinod Khosla, Steve Jurvetson and their crony’s were
serious about keeping their scam covered up. The Silicon Mafia
had a mob-lieutenant in Washington named John Podesta.
Podesta was the modern Sidney Blumenthal of hit jobs. Email
leaks of his private emails shows Podesta and his partners
ordering associates to act “Like the Mafia”.

Everything was going along swimmingly. The scheme got slowed
down in the Obama Administration but all of the same players
had cloned their play over to Hillary Clinton’s operation and had
doubled in the support of an emerging boss: Tom Steyer. The
scene was set to exceed even the twelve trillion dollar payola
projections.

Then the hand of fate played its Trump card! Their scam went
sideways.

If you are a taxpayer reading this then call the White House and
email Congress; Demand arrests!

Don’t let these crimes slide. These manipulations of your trust
and your tax dollars are a horrible transgression against YOU!



Greenpeace is already saving the polar bears and the seals. 52
groups are already saving the rain forests. All of the trees, fish
and animals are already getting saved by armies of community
service groups.

Save yourselves and save America from the Silicon Valley Mafia.
Demand that federal law enforcement arrest and jail: John Doerr,
Elon Musk, Larry Page, Tom Steyer, Eric Schmidt, Steve Westly,
Vinod Khosla and Steve Jurvetson for racketeering, corruption,
fraud and homicide!

The facts prove the crimes. The facts are in. The facts don’t lie,
the Silicon Mafia does lie!

However you feel about climate change, you have to believe that
racketeering, corruption, homicide and fraud demand a federal
prison sentence!

 
 

 
 

The House Science Committee claims scientists faked
climate change data—here’s what you should know

http://www.rawstory.com/2017/02/the-house-science-committee-claims-scientists-faked-climate-change-data-heres-what-you-should-know/


13 hour(s), 8 minute(s) ago

Even if NOAA fabricated data, the evidence still supports climate
change Donald LeRoi, NOAA Southwest Fisheries Science Center
Climate scientists have worked hard for decades to prove climate
change. Why is the US House Committee on Science, Space and
...
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NASA / NOAA Climate Data Is Fake Data

Feb 4, 2017

NOAA shows the Earth red hot in December, with record heat in
central Africa. However, when Gavin is confronted about his
obviously bogus temperature graphs, he defends by saying “it is
not my data, I get it from NOAA.” In fact, all of the supposedly ...
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https://realclimatescience.com/2017/02[...]2/nasa-noaa-climate-
data-is-fake-data/

US govt agency manipulated data to exaggerate climate
change – whistleblower
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14 hour(s), 11 minute(s) ago

“They had good data from buoys ... and that the article as a
whole was “fake news to mislead the public and policymakers
about the scientific evidence for climate change.” Michael E.
Mann, the Penn State scientist responsible for the since ...
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ClimateGate 2 - NOAA Whistleblower Claims World Leaders
Fooled By Fake Global Warming Data

Feb 6, 2017

Britain's Mail on Sunday today revealed astonishing evidence
that the organisation that is the world’s leading source of climate
data rushed to publish a landmark paper that exaggerated
global warming and was timed to influence the historic Paris ...
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Top scientist reveals how government fakes climate data to
create ‘global warming’

19 hour(s), 55 minute(s) ago

A top National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
scientist says that agency deliberately faked global climate data
in hopes it would scare world leaders into ratifying a United
Nations climate agreement. Dr. John J. Bates, former principal ...
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create-global-warming/

Global warming world map based largely on “fake science” …
NOAA caught in blatant temperature data fraud

Feb 5, 2017

they simply make up whatever data they need to fulfill their
apocalyptic climate doomsday beliefs driven by quack science.
Follow more news on FAKE SCIENCE at FakeScience.news. Via
Real Climate Science: NOAA shows the Earth red hot in
December, with record ...
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DELINGPOLE: NOAA Scandal Gives Trump The Perfect Excuse
To Drain The Climate Swamp

10 hour(s), 38 minute(s) ago

Trump is now in the perfect position to demand that climate-
related scientific bodies in receipt of government funding (ie all
of them) make their code and data available to the ... now, those
fake experts at NASA and NOAA will be out of a job, replaced ...
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'Climategate 2' allegations don't stand up to scrutiny,
scientists say
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